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ABSTRACT

With the aim of improving imaging using table-top extreme ultraviolet sources, we demonstrate coherent diffrac-
tion imaging (CDI) with relative bandwidth of ≈20%. The coherence properties of the illumination probe are
identified using the same imaging setup. The presented methods allows for the use of fewer monochromating
optics, obtaining higher flux at the sample and thus reach higher resolution or shorter exposure time. This is
important in the case of ptychography when a large number of diffraction patterns need to be collected. Our
microscopy setup was tested on a reconstruction of an extended sample to show the quality of the reconstruc-
tion. We show that high harmonic generation based EUV tabletop microscope can provide reconstruction of
samples with a large field of view and high resolution without additional prior knowledge about the sample or
illumination.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) methods use the intensity from a measured diffraction pattern in combination
with a priori knowledge to numerically reconstruct both attenuation and relative phase shift introduced by the
diffracting specimen. CDI was firstly introduced in the X-ray synchrotron community1 as a coherent diffraction
based microscopy method for aperiodic samples using prior knowledge of compactness of the sample.2,3 In the
last decade, a more modern and powerful CDI method for reconstruction of extended samples called ptychography
was introduced.4,5 The ptychography method is based on the idea of illuminating multiple overlapping regions
with a structured illumination. The prior knowledge used in this method is that the illumination and the sample
are constant during the scan and that the scanning positions are precisely known. This additional knowledge
allows for the reconstruction of the complex illumination and object function with a suitable numerical algorithm.

CDI methods are crucial for hard X-ray imaging when the attenuation of most materials is low and majority
of the interaction between material and photons is caused by elastic scattering. This interaction results in
low contrast in standard lens-based bright-field microscopy because most of the information is stored in the
phase shift of the exit wave. Further to this, X-ray optics required to collect scattered light are challenging to
manufacture, expensive, and experience high losses. However, CDI is not limited to hard X-rays and can be
generally used in any spectral range or also for coherent electron beam.2,3

One of the main drawbacks of CDI methods are strict requirements on overall beam quality: high spatial and
temporal coherence, related to the oversampling ratio of the diffraction pattern,6 and good temporal stability.
These requirements of high brightness, short wavelength coherent illumination leads to increased interest in
tabletop coherent EUV sources. One of the most significant tabletop sources in EUV range uses a high harmonic
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generation (HHG) process that can provide sufficient flux for imaging down to 13 nm wavelength.7The HHG
process uses a high intensity laser beam to drive a strongly non-linear process, emitting radiation at odd integer
multiples of the driving laser field, while conserving much of the coherence of the fundamental laser beam.
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Figure 1. A schema of the experimental setup. EUV light is produced in a gas cell by interaction between driving laser
at 800 nm and 80mbar argon gas. The IR radiation is removed by an aluminum foil and EUV light is focused onto the
sample and where a diffraction pattern is recorded on an EUV camera

2. EXPERIMENT

Our setup is shown in the Fig 1. The 800 nm ultrafast laser beam of pulse length 40 fs and an average power
1.8W is focused into a 3mm long gas-cell using a 75 cm focal length lens. The gas-cell contains 80 mbar of
argon gas and this is where the high harmonic radiation is generated. The background pressure in the generation
chamber is 1.5× 10−1 mbar. The input and output apertures of the gas cell are laser drilled in order to limit
attenuation of the generated EUV beam by residual argon gas. Moreover, small differential pumping apertures
are used to separate the generation chamber from the imaging chamber (see Fig 1). The EUV and IR beam are
separated by a single 200 nm thick aluminum filter. The distance between the gas cell and the aluminum filter
is 1.25m, in order to prevent damage of the filter by the high intensity driving beam.

The EUV beam is focused using a single spherical B4C/Si multilayer mirror with focal length of 20 cm. The
folding angle of the focusing mirror, which is limited by size of the camera, was estimated to be 7◦. This leads to
a significant astigmatism of the beam (see Fig 2). The illumination incident on the sample is defined by a 7µm
pinhole. The diffracted light is collected by a CCD camera (Andor DX-434 (1024×1024 px)). The sample is
mounted on a 3-dimensional nanoprecision piezo stage (Smaract - SLC-1730). The sample stage and pinhole are
mounted on a second shared 3-dimensional stage in order to minimize sample vibrations and still allow precise
adjustment of the pinhole position into the center of the focused EUV beam.

EUV beam stability is a significant issue for table top experiments such as high harmonic generation (HHG).
Harmonic generation processes conserve the pointing stability of the driving laser while the beam divergence is
roughly reduced by the square root of the harmonic order.8 The consequence is that the ratio between beam
vibrations and beam size is increased and the produced EUV beam can move a significant fraction of beam
radius.9

The EUV beam was spectrally filtered by a single B4C/Si multilayer mirror with peak reflexivity around
30 nm wavelength. Using only a single mirror provides up to 5 times more signal10 however the it results in
broadband EUV illumination caused by imperfect monochromatization. The precise bandwidth depends on
the spectral characteristics of the mirror and also on other parameters that are varied at the source such as
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Figure 2. Full width in half maximum (FWHM) of the EUV beam measured through focus. The beam was measured by
a 2 microns diameter pinhole scan, therefore the measured size of the beam is convolved with a 2 microns aperture. The
significant astigmatism was caused by the folding angle 7◦ of the focusing EUV mirror. The FWHM in the circle of least
confusion (CLF) is around 7µm.

input laser power or phase matching of the HHG source. Because these parameters can vary between different
experiments, it is advantageous to be able to precisely measure the spectrum before each experiment. In order
to avoid changes of the imaging setup, we have used spectral characterization of the beam by analysis of the
Youngs slits diffraction pattern.11 Known parameters of the slits e.g. width b, separation d and distance from
camera Z can be used to calculate Young’s slits patterns for the selected wavelength λ

I(x) ∝
[
1 + γ cos2

(πµx
Zλ

)]
sinc2

(
πbx

Zλ

)
(1)

Because the measured broadband diffraction pattern is an incoherent sum of multiple wavelengths, it can be
written as a system of linear equations that can be solved by the Tikhonov regularization.12 The resulting
spectrum is shown in the Fig 3. The diffraction-limited resolution of our Young’s slits spectrometer is 0.5 nm.
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Figure 3. Reconstruction of broadband spectrum that was used to illuminate our sample. A single main peak surrounded
by two weaker satellite peaks. The diffraction-limited resolution of the Youngs slits spectrometer is 0.5nm.

The measured spectrum in the Fig. 3 can be used to calculate the spectral bandwidth. We have used the
weighted standard deviation of the spectrum centered at wavelength λ̂

δλ

λ̂
=

1

λ̂

√∑
S(λ− λ̂)2∑

S
(2)
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Figure 4. Intensity profile of measured diffraction data in log scale and retrofit from an incoherent sum of monochromatic
patterns.

which results into effective bandwidth 20%. The finest spatial frequency dmin that can be observed in the
diffraction pattern without incoherence effects6 should be equal to

dmin =
δλ

λ

W

2
(3)

where W denotes the size of the illumination. Using a 7µm pinhole, this theoretically limits the achievable CDI
resolution to mere 0.7µm.
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Figure 5. Comparison between monochromatic (dashed line) and broadband (full line) model of the Young slits diffraction
pattern.

The effect of the limited coherence in reducing the visibility of the diffraction fringes is shown in Fig 5.
Despite limited coherence, the fringe visibility stays almost constant over the whole diffraction pattern due to
very narrow spectral lines produced by the HHG process,

Another important parameter for imaging applications is the lateral coherence or visibility V of the diffraction
pattern I

V =
Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin
(4)



High harmonic generation produces EUV light with lateral coherence length comparable with the beam diameter.
The main effect reducing the fringes visibility in our setup is limited pointing stability of the EUV beam caused
mainly by movements of the driving IR laser. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the Young’s double slits pattern
visibility on slit separation. This allows to estimate an equivalent of spatial coherence length to 10 microns13

this roughly corresponds to our beam size as observed in Ref. 14.
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Figure 6. Visibility of the Youngs doubles slits pattern for different separation of slits 2,4,7,10,13 microns. The slits were
placed in the circle of least confusion (see Fig 2). The equivalent of the lateral coherence length can be roughly estimated
to 8 microns13

Because the visibility over longer exposure times is mostly limited by the pointing stability of the driving
laser, in our setup, we have attempted to solve this issue by designing our own PID based stabilization system.
The beam is moved by four actuators with precision better than 0.2µrad and measured by two CMOS cameras.
The stabilization rate is up to 20Hz. This is sufficient for correction of drifts caused by cryo-system in the laser
amplifier and other thermal drifts. Faster fluctuations were suppressed mechanically by perfect sealing of the
laser beam path and removing all other possible sources of sound vibrations such as vacuum pumps and chillers.
The time evolution of the beam pointing stability at the gas-cell position with and without stabilization is shown
in the Fig 7.
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Figure 7. Pointing stability of the driving laser over 220 s period with and without stabilization.

3. CDI EXPERIMENT

An aperiodic grid covered by a 100 nm layer of gold was used as our initial sample. Aperiodicity and high contrast
significantly improve convergence in the case of an imperfect initial estimate of the imaging setup parameters.
The sample was illuminated through a 7 micron diameter circular aperture placed in the CLC. We have collected
578 high dynamic range diffraction patterns with maximally 0.5 s exposure time and 62.6 kHz pixel readout



speed at the camera. The distance between the sample and camera was estimated to 25mm resulting in a
diffraction limited resolution of 60 nm. Collected diffraction patterns from our sample were reconstructed using
the extended ptychography engine (ePIE).5,15 Ptychography allows recovery of attenuation and relative phase
shift introduced by the object O(r) and also the complex illumination probe P (r) that is shifted by a know
distance Ri into different regions of the sample. The solution is found by alternating the real space and the
Fourier space constraints. The real space constraint is enforced by the overlap of adjacent scanning regions and
the Fourier space constraint is defined by the measured data. The details of the ePIE method is described in
Ref.15. Because our illumination is broadband, we have used the polyCDI method16 in combination with the
spectrum reconstructed using the Young’s double slits pattern (Fig 3) that was measured before the experiment.
Note that the assumptions of the polyCDI method (e.g. flat illumination wavefront) are not fulfilled, however it
is still a very good approximation for our case. The fast pointing instability of the beam was approximated by
Gaussian blur of the diffraction pattern, and a self-consistent relaxation method described in Ref 17 was applied.

The resulting reconstruction is shown in Fig. 8a). The reconstruction is showing roughly 25×25µm region of
our sample. The reconstruction consists of fully empty (green) and non-transparent (black) regions. The sample
was expected to be binary because of the gold layer deposited on the surface. The reconstruction compares very
well with the transmission electron microscope image Fig. 8b). The reconstructed illumination probe is shown
in left corner of the Fig 8a). The illumination function is result of the curved EUV beam cropped by the 7µm
pinhole and propagated roughly 55µm on sample plane.

Despite the very good reconstruction quality, the reconstruction still shows artefacts in the low spatial fre-
quencies. The artefacts are clearly visible along the sharp high contrast edges of our sample. These artefacts
can be caused by a large number of systematic errors, for example . The artifacts in the low spatial frequencies
are probably caused partly by remaining limited stability of the beam, imperfect stitching of multiple exposures
in the high dynamic range image or because the sample to pinhole distance was slightly varying and the sample
was not in focus over all the scanned region. Beam stability issues could be reduced if a smaller illumination
pinhole is used; however, this would lead into a smaller field of view. Reduction of the dynamic range is possible
by more curved illumination on the pinhole (e.g. by a shorter focal length mirror), however it would be techni-
cally challenging due to high folding angle in our setup. Another possible cause of low frequency errors is the
nonplanar structure of our gold covered sample that could result in reflections interfering with the transmitted
illumination wave.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented initial results from a broadband ptychography setup in the transmission geometry using a
high harmonic source at 29 nm wavelength. We have reconstructed a high contrast sample, however generally
any EUV transparent sample can be imaged. We have reached diffraction limited resolution 60 nm using 0.52 s
exposure time and large field of view of 25×µm. This was made possible due to higher photon flux available
because the beam was spectrally filtered only by a single multilayer mirror and absorption edge of argon gas.
Spatial filtering of the EUV beam was done by a 7µm diameter pinhole while the beam FWHM was also around
7µm. We have tested that the coherence properties of the HHG beam can be identified directly with the same
imaging setup that was used for ptychography. This eliminates the need for additional equipment and thus
simplify the HHG microscope design.
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